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By Harrison M. Pittman
The level of market concentration in virtually every segment of the agricultural sector in
the United States has increased significantly over the past several decades.2 The number
of firms and actors within the sector, including producers, input suppliers, output processors, and food retailers, has decreased as their size has increased. The hog and cattle
industries are two portions of the agricultural sector that have been the focus of recent
litigation due to market concentration concerns brought about by horizontal consolidation and vertical integration.3
The Packers and Stockyards Act of 19214 (PSA) and anti-corporate farming laws, both
of which have been the basis of recent judicial activity, are two legal mechanisms implicated in the debate over market concentration in the hog and cattle industries. The issue
of market concentration and the application of the PSA and corporate farming laws in
the context of concentration in the hog and cattle industries is of paramount importance
to packers and processors, retail food outlets, producers, consumers, and society, as are
the implications of several recent judicial decisions brought under the PSA or states’
corporate farming laws.
This article reviews the status of the PSA and corporate farming laws in light of the
decisions in London v. Fieldale Farms, Corp.,5 Pickett v. Tyson Fresh Meats, Inc.6, South Dakota
Farm Bureau, Inc. v. Hazeltine,7 and Smithfield Foods, Inc. v. Miller.8 The article also examines
the historical development and current structure of the hog and cattle industries and
presents a brief overview of the PSA and corporate farming laws.
Background
Market concentration is a measure of market dominance by a few large packing firms
typically measured by the share of the industries’ output held by the four largest firms
in the respective industries.9 Horizontal consolidation refers to the number and size of
firms, such as cattle or hog meatpacking firms, that exist in a particular market.10 Vertical
integration is a form of legal coordination under which a single organization controls two
or more adjacent stages of production, processing, or marketing of a commodity, typically
through ownership but also through contractual arrangements.11 Vertical integration has
occurred in the cattle and hog industries primarily through packer-owned livestock and
“captive supplies,” which is defined to include “livestock that is procured by a packer
through a contract or marketing agreement that has been in place for more than 14 days,
or livestock that is committed to a packer more than 14 days prior to slaughter.”12
Cont. on page 2
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Federal Register summary from July 7 - August
CROP INSURANCE. The FCIC has issued interim regulations amending the General Administrative Regulations to
include provisions regarding the requests by approved insurance providers to implement the premium reduction plan
authorized under section 508(e)(3) of the Federal Crop Insurance Act and the approval of the amount of a premium discount
to be provided to farmers under the premium reduction plan. 70 Fed. Reg. 41821 (July 20, 2005).
CROP INSURANCE. The AMS has issued proposed regulations which would amend the National List of Allowed
and Prohibited Substances to extend the use of Methionine in organic poultry production until October 21, 2008. 70 Fed.
Reg. 43786 (July 29, 2005).
FOOD SAFETY. The FSIS has issued proposed regulations which change the fees charged to meat and poultry
establishments, egg products plants, importers, and exporters for providing voluntary inspection, identification and certification services, overtime and holiday inspection services, and laboratory services. The proposed regulation also provide for
four annual fee increases instead of one annual fee increase. 70 Fed. Reg. 41635 (July 20, 2005).
KARNAL BUNT. The APHIS has adopted as final regulations amending the Karnal bunt regulations to add La Paz,
Maricopa, and Pinal Counties, AZ, and Riverside County, CA, to the list of regulated areas and removing certain areas
or fields in Maricopa and Pinal Counties, AZ, and Imperial County, CA from the list of regulation areas. 70 Fed. Reg.
44222 (Aug. 2, 2005).
TUBERCULOSIS. The APHIS has issued interim regulations amending the tuberculosis regulations to remove New
Mexico from the list of modified accredited advanced states and adding portions of New Mexico to the list of modified
accredited advanced zones, with the remainder of the state listed as accredited-free zones. 70 Fed. Reg. 42259 (July
22, 2005).
TUBERCULOSIS. The APHIS has adopted as final regulations under the tuberculosis regulation which raise the
designation of California from modified accredited advanced to accredited-free. 70 Fed. Reg. 43741 (July 29, 2005).
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MARKET CONCENTRATION/ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Opinions differ over the wisdom and
legality of the level of market concentration
in the agricultural sector generally and in
the hog and cattle industries specifically.
One side of the debate characterizes market
concentration through horizontal consolidation and vertical integration as “the deadly
combination” that negatively affects the
competition upon which a market economy
depends.13 Another side of the debate contends that market concentration is a mere
reflection of “fundamental economic forces”
necessary for a firm to be efficient and
remain competitive in a rapidly changing
global economy.14
Structural changes in hog and cattle
industries
The hog industry has undergone dramatic
structural changes over the past decades, especially in the last twenty years.15 The cattle
industry has undergone similar structural
changes during this same period but not to
the extent seen in the hog industry.
Hog industry
The number of hog producers has de-
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clined during the past two decades, although
the size of hog operations has increased
significantly. This dramatic decline in the
number of hog producers and the corresponding increase in the size of hog operations is well-documented and not disputed.16
In 1974, there were approximately 750,000
hog producers in the U.S., but by 1999 the
number of hog farmers declined to approximately 98,000.17 Despite this decline, the
number of hogs in the U.S. has remained
“relatively stable” at approximately 60
million head because the size of hog farms
has increased.18 In 1994, farms with 2,000 or
more hogs comprised approximately 37% of
hog farms.19 By 2001, the percentage of hog
farms with 2,000 or more hogs increased to
75%.20 In 1996, approximately 33% of hog
farms had 5,000 or more hogs and pigs,21
and this number equaled over 50% by
2001.22 The percentage of hogs marketed
by farmers marketing 50,000 or more hogs
increased from 18% in 1994 to 52% in 2000.23
The percentage of hogs produced by farmers
marketing 500,000 or more hogs increased
from 10% to 35% between 1994 and 2000.
In 2002, approximately 50% of the U.S. hog
inventory was owned by farming operations
with over 50,000 head.24
In the past two decades, the number
of packing firms that slaughter hogs has
decreased as the size of those firms has
increased. The percentage of hogs slaughtered in the U.S. by the four largest packers
“remained stable from 1963 through 1987,
but then increased sharply between 1987 and
1992,”25 from 30% to 43%. In 1995, the four
largest packers’ slaughter share was 46%.26
In 1996, the four largest packers slaughtered
56% of all hogs.27 The percentage of hogs
slaughtered in the U.S. by the four largest
packers continued to increase, reaching 59%
in 2001 and 64% in 2003.28
The hog industry continues to become
increasingly vertically integrated as the
number of hogs raised under a production
contract between a grower and a processor
increases. “In 1992, only 5 percent of total
hog production was through contracts.”29
In 1998, approximately 19% of feeder pig
operations and 34% of finished hog operations were produced under a production
contract, “but these operations accounted
for 82% of feeder pigs and 63 percent of
finished hogs.”30
Cattle industry
The three basic stages of cattle production
are breeding, feeding, and slaughtering,
with each stage typically handled by specialized operations. A cow-calf operation
produces calves and either feeds the animals until they are ready to be placed into
feedlots or sells the animals to stockers who
raise the animals until they are ready to be
placed into feedlots. Cattle are fattened in
feedlots until they are ready for slaughter
and are then sold to a packer.
The number of cattle producers has declined but not as precipitously as the decline
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in the number of hog producers. The cattle
industry continues to be comprised of a
large number of producers who operate
small-scale operations.31
The number of feedlots has decreased
as their size has increased. The number of
feedlots declined from 190,000 to 111,000
between 1987 to 1997.32 In 2001, the one-time
feeding capacity of the 10 largest feedlots
was 3.1 million head, a 53% increase when
compared to the capacity levels of 1988.33 In
1988, the annual capacity of the 10 largest
feedlots was 16% of total steer and heifer
slaughter, and in 2001 this number equaled
24%.34
The industry has become more concentrated at the packer level with fewer firms
slaughtering a larger percentage of cattle.
In 1980, the four largest firms’ share of total
steer and heifer slaughter was 35%. In 1989,
the four largest firms’ share of total steer and
heifer slaughter was approximately 70% of
the steer and heifer slaughter.35 In 1993, this
number equaled 81% “but has remained
relatively stable since then.”36
The cattle industry has also become more
vertically integrated. The industry has
shifted away from the marketing of cattle on
the spot market and towards the purchasing of cattle by packers through contractual
arrangement between the producer and the
packers.37
Recent judicial developments
Before examining recent judicial developments involving the PSA and corporate
farming laws, this article will briefly discuss
for contextual purposes the PSA and corporate farming laws.38
Packers and Stockyards Act
The PSA is comprehensive legislation
enacted in 1921 in response to concerns over
market concentration and anticompetitive
practices among packers in the livestock
industry.39 In 1918, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) determined that five large
meatpacking firms, commonly referred to
as “the Big Five,” exercised monopolistic
control over the livestock industry through
their ownership and control of public
stockyards, ownership of transportation
and distribution networks, slaughter of
approximately 66% of all livestock, and
possession of financial interests in market
outlets and retail stores.40 In particular, the
FTC found that “[i]t appears that five great
packing concerns of the country– Swift,
Armour, Morris, Cudahy, and Wilson– have
attained such a dominant position that they
control at will the market in which they buy
their supplies, the market in which they
sell their products, and hold the fortunes
of their competitors in their hands ....”41
Congress responded to the FTC findings
by enacting the PSA.
The PSA defines “livestock” as “cattle,
sheep, swine, horses, mules, or goats–
whether live or dead.” The Act regulates
Continued
onpoultry
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using captive supply; (4) defendant’s use
of captive supply proximately caused
the cash market price to be lower than
it otherwise would have been; and (5)
defendant’s use of captive supply damaged the cash market price of fed cattle
sold to defendant during the class period
by ... $1,281,690,000.00.48

Market concentration/Cont. from page 3

dealers. A ”packer” is any person
engaged in the business (a) of buying
livestock in commerce for purposes of
slaughter, or (b) of manufacturing or
preparing meats or meat food products
for sale or shipment in commerce, or (c) of
marketing meats, meat food products, or
livestock products in an unmanufactured
form acting as a wholesale broker, dealer,
or distributor in commerce.42
The PSA prohibits packers from engaging
in “a wide a range of practices from unfair
and deceptive practices that harm an individual farmer to price manipulation and
the creation of a monopoly that harm many
farmers system wide.”43 In particular, § 202
of the PSA makes it unlawful for a packer
to “[e]ngage in or use any unfair, unjustly
discriminatory, or deceptive practice or
device ....”44

Corporate farming laws
Corporate farming laws are state statutory or constitutional provisions that restrict
corporations from engaging in farming or
agriculture, or that limit the authority of
corporations to acquire, purchase, or otherwise obtain land that is used or usable for
agricultural production. Most are enacted
as statutory rather than constitutional provisions. These laws exist in nine states located
primarily in the Midwest.45 Proponents of
corporate farming laws argue that these
laws are necessary to protect family farms
from the negative economic consequences
of competition with corporate-owned or
corporate-operated agricultural operations.
Opponents of corporate farming laws argue
that these laws are unconstitutional and an
impediment to a vibrant free trade economy
among the states.46
Pickett v. Tyson
Pickett is significant because it strikes at the
heart of the debate over market concentration in the cattle industry, and the ultimate
outcome of this case will influence how
market concentration through horizontal
consolidation and vertical integration
evolves within the livestock industry. In
Pickett, a group of cattle feeders (hereinafter
plaintiffs) brought a class action against IBP,
Inc., which was subsequently acquired by
Tyson Fresh Meats, Inc. (Tyson), arguing
that Tyson used captive supplies to purchase cattle in a manner that manipulated
cash market sales for cattle in violation of
the PSA. The plaintiffs essentially argued
that Tyson “was able to control the supply
of cattle to the degree that the packer could
affect the price of cattle that it buys from
feeders on the open market.”47
The jury determined the following:
(1) there is a nationwide market for fed
cattle; (2) defendant’s use of captive
supply had an anticompetitive effect
on the cash market for fed cattle; (3)
defendant lacked a legitimate business
reason or competitive justification for

Following the jury’s verdict, Tyson filed
a motion for judgment as a matter of law.
The judge granted the Tyson’s motion and
set aside the jury’s verdict, concluding that
Tyson did not violate the PSA because the
jury could not have determined that no
legitimate business justification existed for
using captive supplies. The matter is currently on appeal before the United States
Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit.
London v. Fieldale Farms Corp.
In London, a case decided by the Eleventh Circuit, it was held in a matter of first
impression for the Eleventh Circuit that §
202 of the PSA required a plaintiff to prove
that a defendant’s “unfair, discriminatory or deceptive practice adversely affects
competition or is likely to adversely affect
competition.”49 Section 202 provides in
relevant part that a packer or live poultry
dealer is prohibited from engaging in or
using “any unfair, unjustly discriminatory,
or deceptive practice or device,” a phrase
that is not defined in the PSA.50 Although
London involved poultry production, it is an
important precedent for the entire livestock
industry, including the hog and cattle industries, because it speaks to the likelihood of
success for litigants in PSA actions involving
allegations of an unfair, discriminatory, or
deceptive practice.
Plaintiffs Harold and Christine London
grew poultry under production contracts
with defendant Fieldale Farms Corporation.
The defendant terminated the production
contracts, which by their terms remained
in effect indefinitely or until either party
provided thirty days’ notice of termination.
Soon thereafter, the plaintiffs brought an
action against the defendant that alleged,
inter alia, that the defendant violated section
202 of the PSA because the contract termination was without economic justification.51
The jury ruled in favor of the plaintiffs on
their termination claim and awarded them
monetary damages. The district court set
aside the jury’s verdict, including the award
of monetary damages. The plaintiffs appealed the district court’s decision to the
Eleventh Circuit.
The Eleventh Circuit considered
“[w]hether the district court properly
granted Fieldale’s motion for judgment as
a matter of law on the London’s PSA termination claim because the Londons did not
show that the termination had an adverse
effect on competition.”52 The court noted
that the plaintiffs and the USDA Secretary
asserted that “the plain language of the
statute, the purpose of the PSA, and the
... [Secretary’s] interpretation all indicate
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that in order to prove that any practice is
‘unfair’ under § 202(a), it is not necessary to
prove predatory intent, competitive injury,
or likelihood of injury.”53
The court explained that “several courts
have held that only those unfair, discriminatory or deceptive practices adversely
affecting competition are prohibited by the
PSA.”54 After reviewing these decisions, the
court adopted the view of “those circuits
that hold that in order to succeed on a claim
under the PSA, a plaintiff must show that
the defendant’s unfair, discriminatory or
deceptive practice adversely affects or is
likely to adversely affect competition.”55
The court added that elimination of the
“competitive impact requirement” would
undermine the policy justifications for
enactment of the PSA. In this regard the
court stated that
“Congress gave the Secretary no mandate
to ignore the general outline of long-time
antitrust policy by condemning practices
which are neither deceptive nor injurious
to competition nor intended to be so by
the party charged.” ... Failure to require a
competitive impact showing would subject dealers to liability under the PSA for
simple breach of contact or for justifiably
terminating a contract with a grower who
has failed to perform as promised.56
The court also determined that it would
not give Chevron deference to the interpretation of section 202 forwarded by the
Secretary. It stated that
This court gives Chevron deference to
agency interpretations of regulations
promulgated pursuant to congressional
authority. The PSA does not delegate
authority to the Secretary to adjudicate
alleged violations of Section 202 by live
poultry dealers. Congress left that task
exclusively to the federal courts. The
absence of such delegation compels
courts to afford no Chevron deference to
the Secretary’s construction of Section
202(a).57
South Dakota Farm Bureau, Inc. v. Hazeltine
In 1998 voters in South Dakota approved
by nearly 60% a ballot initiative that
amended the South Dakota constitution to
prohibit corporations and syndicates, subject to certain exceptions, from acquiring or
obtaining any interest in any real estate used
for farming and from engaging in farming.
The constitutional amendment is commonly
referred to as Amendment E.
In Hazeltine, the Eighth Circuit held that
Amendment E violated the dormant Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution.58 The matter was on appeal from the
United States District Court for the District
of South Dakota, where it was determined
that the amendment violated the dormant
Commerce Clause.59 The importance of the
Hazeltine ruling is emphasized by the fact
that it marked the first instance in which a
circuit court of appeal held that a corporate

farming law was unconstitutional.60
The Commerce Clause of the Constitution
grants Congress the exclusive authority to
regulate commerce.61 Thus, a federal law
controls over a state law if the state law
conflicts with a federal law enacted pursuant
to the Commerce Clause. The Constitution, however, does not expressly define
the extent of Congress’ Commerce Clause
authority in the event that Congress has not
spoken. In a circumstance where Congress
has not clearly spoken and where a state has
enacted legislation that arguably regulates
commerce, courts must sometimes grapple
with a legal doctrine commonly referred
to as the dormant Commerce Clause. The
dormant Commerce Clause has been summarized as follows: “The dormant Commerce Clause is the negative implication of
the Commerce Clause: states may not enact
laws that discriminate against or unduly
burden interstate commerce.”62
Courts that consider dormant Commerce
Clause challenges to state laws, including
Hazeltine, apply a two-tiered analysis. Under the first tier, courts examine whether
the challenged law discriminates against
interstate commerce.63 Discrimination in
the dormant Commerce Clause context
refers to “‘differential treatment of in-state
and out-of-state economic interests that
benefits the former and burdens the latter.’”64
Three “indicators” have been identified to
determine whether a challenged state law
is discriminatory: (1) whether a statute was
enacted with a discriminatory purpose, (2)
whether a statute has a discriminatory effect, and (3) whether a statute discriminates
against interstate commerce on its face.65
If a challenged law is determined to be
discriminatory, it is subject to the “strictest
scrutiny” and will be upheld only if it can
be shown that the law sought to accomplish
a legitimate local interest and that there
were no other means available to advance
that legitimate local interest.66
A law that is not discriminatory may still
be held unconstitutional under the second
tier of dormant Commerce Clause analysis.
Under the second tier, commonly referred
to as the Pike balancing test, a challenged
law will be struck down “if the burden it
imposes on interstate commerce ‘is clearly
excessive in relation to its putative local
benefits.’”67		
In Hazeltine, the Eighth Circuit held that
Amendment E was discriminatory under
the first tier of dormant Commerce Clause
analysis because the evidence in the record
established that Amendment E was enacted
with a discriminatory purpose.68 The court
based its determination that Amendment
E was enacted with a discriminatory
purpose solely on “direct” and “indirect”
evidence in the record. The only evidence
the court considered direct evidence of a
discriminatory purpose were an election
pamphlet issued by the Secretary of State
prior to the referendum on Amendment E
that described “pro” and “con” arguments
for and against Amendment E, statements

made by individuals at Amendment E drafting meetings, and statements made at trial.
The only evidence the court considered to
be indirect evidence of a discriminatory
purpose were “irregularities in the drafting
process,” such as statements made at trial
that referenced the drafting process.69 The
specific items of evidence considered by the
court and the interpretation given them is
discussed below.70
Direct evidence
The court explained that the “most compelling” evidence in the record indicating
a discriminatory purpose was “pro” language contained in the election pamphlet
distributed by the Secretary of State prior
to the referendum. The court found two
statements troublesome. The first was the
statement that “without the passage of
Amendment E, ‘[d]esperately needed profits
will be skimmed out of local economies and
into the pockets of distant corporations.””71
The second was a statement that “‘Amendment E gives South Dakota the opportunity
to decide whether control of our state’s
agriculture should remain in the hands of
family farmers and ranchers or fall into the
grasp of a few, large corporations.’”72 The
court concluded that the “pro” statement
(it did not specifically identify which statement) was “‘brimming with protectionist
rhetoric.’”73
The court then examined statements
made by individuals at Amendment E
drafting meetings. The court pointed to
a meeting in which discussions were held
“concerning the best way to combat Tyson,
Murphy, and others.”74 It also pointed to
a memorandum written by the director of
Dakota Legal Action, a group that assisted
in drafting Amendment E and a defendant
in Hazeltine, that stated in reference to an
earlier drafting meeting that “‘[m]any have
commented that just as they do not want
Murphys and Tysons walking all over them,
they don’t want Farmland or Minnesota
Corn Producers walking over them ... either.’”75 The Eighth Circuit stated that these
particular comments “concern the drafters’
desire to prohibit out-of-state cooperatives,
in addition to corporations, from farming in
South Dakota.”76 The court further noted
that the meetings that led to the drafting
of Amendment E were known as the “hog
meetings,” a description it considered to
be “a specific reference to the out-of-state
corporations who enter into contracts with
South Dakota farmers to raise hogs.”77
The court also determined that two statements made at trial were direct evidence that
Amendment E was enacted with a discriminatory purpose. First, the court noted that a
person who assisted in drafting Amendment
E testified that Tyson Foods and Murphy
Family Farms were proposing to construct
hog farming facilities in South Dakota “and
that Amendment E’s supporters wanted ‘to
get a law in place to stop them.’”78 Second,
the court noted that a co-chairman of an
organization that helped draft Amendment

E testified that “Amendment E was at least
motivated in part by ‘the Murphy hog farm
unit [in North Carolina] and what its [sic]
done to the environment.’”79
Indirect evidence
The court explained that “irregularities
in the drafting process” can be a “hint” of
indirect evidence that Amendment E was
enacted with a discriminatory purpose. It
added the following:
Our concern in this case about the drafting process is the information used by the
drafters. In this case, the record leaves a
strong impression that the drafters and
supporters of Amendment E had no
evidence that a ban on corporate farming
would effectively preserve family farms
or protect the environment, and there is
scant evidence in the record to suggest
that the drafters made an effort to find
such information.80
As support for its determination that
there were “irregularities in the drafting
process” the court noted testimony given
at trial by Mary Napton, the Secretary of
the Amendment E drafting committee and
a “registered environmental professional.”
The court explained that Napton testified
during the trial that she was “unfamiliar
with all of South Dakota’s environmental
regulations at the time Amendment E was
drafted” but that she “nevertheless believed
that Amendment E would be necessary even
if the State’s current environmental regulations were enforced.”81 The court stated that
it was “disconcerting that Napton ... could
not explain the present and future effects
of the current environmental laws. If she
lacked this information, we can presume
that the entire committee did, too.”82
The court also determined that based on
the record there was insufficient evidence
to show that the drafters of Amendment
E considered how it would affect the economic viability of family farmers. The court
noted that the drafters relied on studies that
“correlated industrialized farming with
higher levels of poverty” but that the record
was devoid of evidence that the drafters
“utilized or commissioned any economic
forecasts as to the effect of wholly shutting out corporate entities from farming in
South Dakota.”83 The court concluded that
“this lack of information serves as indirect
evidence of the drafters’ intent to create a
law specifically targeting out-of-state businesses, which the drafters viewed as the sole
cause of the perils facing family farmers and
leading potential cause of environmental
damage.”84 The court further concluded
that “the evidence ... demonstrates that the
drafters made little effort to measure the
probable effects of Amendment E and of
less dramatic alternatives. We are thus left,
like the South Dakota populace that voted
on Amendment E, without any evidence as
to the law’s potential effectiveness.”85
Having held that Amendment E was disCont. on p. 6
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criminatory, the court considered whether
there was any other method of advancing
the legitimate local interests of promoting
the family farm and protecting the environment existed. The court explained that
although the record contained evidence that
linked corporate farming with poverty and
environmental degradation, it did not contain evidence “that suggests, evaluates, or
critiques alternative solutions.”86 The court
also noted that the defendants submitted a
federal government report that advocated
regulations designed to favor family farms.
After describing several of the alternatives
proposed in the report, the court determined that the defendants had failed to
satisfy the high burden of demonstrating
the ineffectiveness of any of the proposals.
The court therefore held that the defendants
had failed to show that there was no other
method of advancing the legitimate local
interests of promoting the family farm and
environmental protection.
Smithfield Foods, Inc. v. Miller
In Smithfield Foods, Inc. v. Miller, the
Eighth Circuit was presented with another
challenge to the constitutionality of a state’s
corporate farming law. In Smithfield, Smithfield Foods, Inc. (Smithfield) challenged
the Iowa corporate farming statute that
generally prohibits processors from owning
livestock feeding operations in Iowa. The
Iowa statute defined a processor as
a person who alone or in conjunction with
others directly or indirectly controls the
manufacturing, processing, or preparation for sale of beef or pork products,
including the slaughtering of cattle or
swine or the manufacturing or preparation of carcasses or goods originating
from the carcasses, if the beef or pork
products have a total annual wholesale
value of eighty million dollars or more
for the person’s tax year ....87
The statute also restricted the financing of a
swine operation by a swine processor.
The federal district court that initially
heard the challenge held that the statute
violated the dormant Commerce Clause
because it was facially discriminatory
and was enacted with a discriminatory
purpose.88 The district court’s opinion was
appealed to the Eighth Circuit, but the issue of whether the statute is constitutional
remains unanswered. While the matter was
on appeal to the Eighth Circuit, the Iowa
legislature amended the statute at issue in
the federal district court. Consequently, the
Eighth Circuit remanded the matter, stating
that “[s]ince ... [the statute at issue] has been
amended, we cannot resolve this important
constitutional question on the current record
and must remand the case to the district
court for further consideration.”89
Conclusion
M arket concentration has increased

throughout the agricultural sector over the
past several decades. This phenomenon
is evident in the hog and cattle industries,
where horizontal consolidation and vertical integration have evolved at a rapid
pace for the last two decades. Debate over
the consolidation and integration of these
industries will continue, which will in turn
foster debate over the role that the PSA
and corporate farming laws should play in
addressing market concentration issues.
London and Pickett provide important insight
into the extent that the PSA may be applied
in the debate over market concentration.
Hazeltine represents a significant shift in the
debate regarding whether the laws are constitutional under the dormant Commerce
Clause, emphasizing the significance of the
eventual outcome of Smithfield at both the
federal district and circuit court levels.
—Harrison M. Pittman, Research Assistant, Professor of Law at the National
Agricultural Law Center and the U. of Ark.
School of Law
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From the Executive Director:

Annual Conference: Members should have received the brochure for the 2005 Annual Agricultural Law Symposium
on October 7 & 8, 2005 at the Marriott Country Club Plaza in Kansas City, MO. Because of minor changes and updates to
the conference schedule since the brochure was printed, please check the conference brochure posted on the AALA web
site for the latest information. See the link on the main home page.
The conference brochure contains a reminder about the 2005 Membership Recruitment Program and three membership
brochures. If you recruit a non-member to attend the 2005 conference, you will receive four chances in a drawing to win
$345.00, the cost of a member registration to the conference. You can request additional conference brochures from me.
Be sure to add your name to the conference registration form for any non-member you recruit for the conference.
If you or your firm would like to sponsor one of the food breaks, breakfasts, lunches or the Friday evening reception,
please let me know.
Update Articles: I want to encourage all members to submit articles, long and short, for this newsletter. Such articles
are valuable to informing our members about the regional issues facing agricultural law. See the submission information
on page 2 above.
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